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. A central concern among recent critics of children's 
literature has been the effect of storybook fantasy on th 
child's psychological and emotional well-being. The majo; 
arguments pro and con, especially visible in the storm which 
broke a few years ago over Maurice Sendak's controversial 
~ the .h'.i!.£ Things ~, have received detailed consider
ation in such studies as Anthony Storr's "The Child and th 
Book," Michael Hornyansky's "The Truth of Fables" Donnar: 
MacCann's "Wells of Fancr, 1865-1965," and Nat He~toff's e 
"Amo1;1-g the Wild Things," to name but a few. Recognizing the 
considerable value of these efforts to fathom the influenc 
of a?ult cre~tio~s on the child's psyche, I personally e 
remain more intrigued by a related question which to date 
h~s :e~eived much less critical attention: the psychological 
significance of that fantasy which the child himself creates 
~nd 7xpresses orally. As an example of the relevance of this 
inquiry I want to examine a short story narrated by my own 
four-year-old son, using analytical criteria similar to 
those which have proven helpful in the evaluation of the 
written fantasy of older children. 2 

II 

It had been a tradition in our home to read Eric a 
nightly bedtime story, ana so when I suggested one evening 
that I instead tell him a story of my own creation I wasn't 
sure how he would respond. Perhaps because he was 
accustomed to.hearing spontaneous fantasies during long trips 
by car, he quickly agreed to my suggestion, though with no 
great show of eagerness. I proceeded to narrate a short 
conventional tale; stimulated in part by E. B. White's ' 
classic fantasy, Charlotte's Web.3 

The Little fi_[ 

"Once upon a time there was a little runt pig in a barn
yard. He was so small that he was always being pushed aside 
by the bigger pigs whenever he wanted to get food or water 
at the trough. He would go to the trough and try to find a 
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place, get shoved back by a bigger pig, go to the other end 
and try to find a place there, only to be shoved aside by 
the greedy hogs at that end too. This happened to him every 
day. Finally he became so hungry and sad that he left the 
trough, went to a corner of the pig lot, and cried. After a 
while he heard a tiny voice asking him what was wrong. The 
little pig looked around and didn't see anything, and so he 
kept on crying. But once again he heard the voice saying 
"What's wrong?" This time it was a little stronger. The 
ig looked around and finally saw a mouse, who had come out 

irom behind the barn to where the little pig could see him. 
The pig told the mouse that he was hungry and sad because the 
big pigs took all the food and wouldn't let hi~ have ~ny. 
suddenly the mouse had an idea. He told the little pig not 
to worry and then ran away. Soon he returned, carrying in 
his mouth a nut which he had picked up in the woods. Then 
he left again, and a little while later he returned wi~h ~11 
of the other mice in the barn. Every mouse had a nut in its 
mouth and soon a big pile of nuts began to form. It kept 
getti~g bigger and bigger until it was huge. By this time 
the little pig was so happy he didn't know what to do, but 
he thought he should thank the mice for helping him. Then 
he began to eat. He ate, and ate, and ate, until he became a 
big big pig. Finally he was so big that he went back to 
the' trough. The other pigs looked at him and couldn't believe 
their eyes. And do you know what they did? They looked at 
each other, and then slowly moved over and made a place for 
the pig at the trough. He never had to worry about not 
getting food again." 

Eric's response during the narration was noticeably 
different from his reaction during earlier spontaneous 
narratives he had heard. The rather frivolous atmosphere 
which had typified our story exchanges while traveling was 
clearly not present here. Instead, he listened to the tale 
with great seriousness, although it differed little in content 
from several he had heard on other occasions. That my 
narration had replaced something which he was long accustomed 
to take seriously--the bedtime storybook--may well account 
for this change, investing "The Little Pig" with a legitimacy 
which it otherwise would not have had. 

In any case, no further mention was made of the story 
after Eric went to bed that night. A few days later, how
ever I came home excited about some research I had been 
doin~ into children's writing and mentioned this tom! wife 
that evening at dinner. My inquiry, which to that poLnt. 
had dealt primarily with written fantasy, was concerned with 
what the child is able to create once he has attained a 
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rudimentary awareness of form. I was especially fascinated 
by the possibility that an emphasis on genre conventions d 

oes 
not serve to stifle the child's imagination, as our 
unstructured efforts to stimulate "creative writing" with· 
the classroom have often implicit!.y assumed, but rather i~n 
very real sense to liberate it. Put more succinctly I a 
. t . d b h ' Was in rigue y t e argument that getting a way of saying 1 d 
the child to a more profound way of seeing.4 ea 8 

As is usually the case at our dinner table whenever h" 
t d" • • 1S paren s are 1scuss1ng a subJect too complex for him to 

understand, Eric that evening felt ignored and made several 
e~forts to change the subject. I finally asked if he would 
l:ke_to make up a story and tell it to us. He was immediate! 
w1ll1ng, but unable to think of anything he wanted to tell y , 
and thus after urging him unsuccessfully to "think hard" r' 
suggested a story about an animal in the jungle who has "a 
big adventure." Agreeing that this was a good idea, he soon 
decided to tell about a giraffe, which he said was his 
favorite animal, and quickly moved into the narrative: 

Once upon a time there was a baby giraffe. He 
lived with his mother in the zoo. The baby giraffe 
couldn't walk, and he kept falling down, and getting 
up, and falling down. His mother told him he had to 
practice. Once they were walking along and saw a 
coupl7 of birds. Then the zoo keeper came and put the 
food 1n the trough, but the baby giraffe couldn't reach 
it, and her mother wouldn't help her. She looked 
afound and saw two birds at the feeder so she got 
something to eat there. Then she went back to the 
trough, but she still couldn't reach it. She asked 
her mother if she would pick her up but the 

I t 
mother couldn t, so she laid down and took a nap. 
She had a dream and the dream told her to drink a 
lot of water and she'd get big. She could reach 
the water trough so she went over and drank and drank 
and drank and drank and drank until she was big 
enough to reach the trough. Then she went and ate out 
of it. Then she laid down and took a nap. And that's 
the end. 

When he had finished I asked Eric to tell us more about 
the zoo keeper. He said that he had a moustache a nose 

d th "l "k " · ' an mou 1 e yours, and a little dog. Then I asked how 
the zoo keeper treated the animals. "Kindly," he said. I 
also asked what the mother giraffe was like. "A little kind 
and a little cruel," he answered, adding that she was "a 
little bit cruel because she wouldn't help him

0
115 My final 
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tion "What do you want to call the story?", Eric first 
ques re/ "Giraffe Not Helping," but he soon decided that answe 

would rather call it "Wildlife" and settled on that as he . 
the better choice, 

III 

Even a superficial analysis of the story, I think, not 
nly supports the theory that an awareness of form liberates 

~he child's imagination but suggests additionally that such 
an awareness can effectively be promoted at a surprisingly 
early age. "Wildlife," in both length and cohere1;ce, f~r 
surpasses any story Eric had created up to that time, his 
own awareness of its relative superiority becoming very 
apparent in his frequent references during the next few weeks, 

· " t " I 11 · th unprompted by his parents, to mys ory. n reca ing e 
details of my own narration, I realized that many of the 
conventions Eric had used came directly from "The Little Pig," 
and indirectly from dozens of other bedtime s1Dries which 
likewise focus on the struggle of a small, comparatively 
weak protagonist for security in a world of large and often 
hostile forces (Stories otherwise as disparate as Rudyard 
Kipling's The Ele~hant's Child, Beatrix Potter's~ 
Rabbit, Dr. Seuss s The Five Hundred~ of Bartholomew 
~s, and even Sendak' s ~ the Wild Things Are come 
immediately to mind, though I suspect a complete list would 
include a sizeable share of the favorite stories which Eric 
and most other children have heard by the time they enter 
kindergarten.) 

Yet the indebtedness of "Wildlife" to"The Little Pig" 
extends beyond the noticeable similarity between two small 
animals who must somehow get big enough to obtain their 
rightful /hare of food from the trough. Less obvious than 
this conceptual resemblance but surely more important to 
Eric's development as a storyteller is the structural simil
arity between the two tales, more specifically, the use in 
both of repetition as the central device by which the mat
erials of the narrative are organized. Thus in "The Little 
Pig" the runt makes repeated attempts to eat at the trough 
befo~e retiring; the mouse speaks, is not seen, and so 
speaks again more loudly; and once recognized, he goes to 
the wood for a nut, returns, then leads the mouse society to 
the wood for more nuts, etc, In "Wildlife" the reliance 
upon repetition is even more pronounced. Eric has structured 
his narrative around three sets of repeated incidents: 
1) the falls of the baby giraffe, which initiate the plot by 
suggesting the baby's insufficiency; 2) the three trips to 
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the food trough, the last of which f 
ce t 1 d"l success ully resolv 
isnn:~ su1f1~:nt~ ~)n~~~s~;~ly establish~ng that tht ::r:~; 
dream indicating a way out of ~~:sa-~~7 f~rst a troubled e 
satisfied slumber assuring us th t ~h icu ty and the last a 
been resolved. a e problem has indeed 

To note the similariti b t " 
"Wildlif ·" h . es e ween The Little Pi " and 

e, owever, is but to establish f g 
for the very significant differences betw:enr:~e ~f ref7rence 
ences so pronounced as initially to e ~o, differ, 
conscious manipulation of the fonnal suggest ~he child, s unself 
for purposes of aligning his fanta c?~ventions he receives 
as everyday reality and ult" t lsy wi h what he perceives 
of this fantasy is ~atha t· ima e y to suggest that his use 
with the anxieties of gr~wt~;-:p~eans of dealing concretely 

It is significant, for example tha . . 
my suggestion to tell b t . , t Eric has ignored 
• • a ou an animal in the · 1 ing instead a domestic environment h" h Junge, creat-
ulated by the feedlot in "Th L" lw i~ may have been stim-. 
.. 1 . e itt e Pig " Yet th· simi arity serves emphaticall ~ is surface 

departure from the source f y ~fo underline a noticeable 
-1 , or i the runt p· f 0 11 va1 s entirely through t .d . ig ina y pre-

gains a similar indepen~~n~~ ;lass~stanc~ the baby giraffe 
The characters in Eric's t mos romp etely on his own. 
g~us to the helping mice :no~fh:h~i~ii:a;.p~tentially anala-
g~ve no direct help and in fact d ig ~-t?e two bird~--
giraffe to eat with them H" o not even invite the baby 
clearly both an independ;nt ~~t~se ofdtheir trough is thus 
real solution coming later th ionh ahn a_t~mporary one, the 

roug t e visionary dream. 

It is also significant that Eric add 
have n? counterparts in "The Little . "• s two characters who 
who briefly appears as a br" f ;ig • the zoo keeper 
important mother giraff hinger o ood, and the more 
is such a dominant moti; ~ o:~ unwillingness to help the baby 
be little question as to~~ t~e!!ory._ ~ think there can 
The conventions of "The L"trl p· ,,additions have occurred. 
fanciful tales have b id.;. ig and other similar 
no means haphazardly eetno mo~ ied, unself-consciously yet by 

, proJect a~ , 
ive of the family unit. In this woiour-!ear-old s perspect-
necessity a more central f" rld view the mother is by 
present during most of tho~!urek~hanhthe father, who is not 
schooler spends at horn d wa ing ours which the pre-
role is, like the zoo: an ~hose most identifiable domestic 
seen as "kind! " · eeper s' to · provide• He can thus be 

Y in a way that the moth 
her inevitably devolves the . er cannot, for upon 
releasing the child from th prim:rr.responsibility for 
That she is perceived amb· elwoml- ike protection of infancy. 

iva ent Y, as partly cruel, is 
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ounterbalanced by Eric's obvious realization and subsequent 
~elight that the baby giraffe is not only able to walk by 
himself but eventually to achieve complete independence and 
fulfillment. If the mother seems to become more impotent as 
the story progresses it is perhaps due to Eric's intuition 
that while walking can soon be learned through "practice," 
as the mother advises the baby giraffe, attaining true self
sufficiency will not occur until the child has become "big 
enough." This no mo ther--and no helping mouse--is able to 
provide. 

IV 

What general conclusions are to be drawn from this 
personal experience? Certainly not that as parents and 
teachers we submit every childhood fantasy to intensive 
psychological and structural analysis, however fruitful this 
may be on occasion turn out to be. Nor that from one 
isolated example we can safely make large assumptions 
about the pre-schooler's perception of reality and the 
fictional conventions he uses to project it, though my guess 
is that systematic research would show "Wildlife" to be fairly 
typical. 

More important, it seems to me, is what the experience 
implies about l) the potential importance of fantasy to the 
child's maturation6 and 2) the adult's role in stimulating 
an environment where meaningful fiction can be created by 
the child whose linguistic skills are still entirely oral. 
Now it is undoubtedly true that to some extent this environ
ment evolves naturally, with no more effort than it takes to 
read good fantasy to children as early and as often as they 
seem to enjoy it. But I think we can go beyond this, primar
ily by making it clear to the child that we are taking his 
fiction seriously. And to take it seriously means,as Les 
Whipp convincingly shows in his analysis of the fantasy of 
older children, something more than merely listening to it 
with interest and approval. At the very least it means adult 
realization that the child uses fantasy in the same way 
mature fantasists have always used it, to explore reality and 
order the chaotic elements it presents. That the child does 
so unself-consciously should not obscure the fact that he is 
doing it, often to objectify everyday fears and anxieties. 

But taking children's fiction seriously goes beyond this 
responsibility to be a receptive, perceptive listener; it also 
implies an active role for the adult. It assumes, for 
example, that we ourselves do willingly that which we are 
asking our children to do--namely, to create fantasy and 
narrate it orally. It assumes also that we ask the child 
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questions about his fantasy similar in design to those we 
would raise when considering an adult novel or short story 
we were particularly interested in--questions of plot, deta·i 
character motivation, and thematic meaning--pursued out of 1 

' 

genuine curiosity yet in language the child can understand, 
~d it finally assum:s, o~ce the chi:d demon~trates sufficient 
interest, that we raise simple questions designed to 
illuminate important similarities and differences between 
tales of the same genre. In such ways can the adult streng
then the child's intuition of those formal features which fre 
the imagination by providing for it a functional idiom, a e 
means of expression. 

NOTES 

1The essays are all conveniently reprinted in Only 
Connect: Readings on Children's Literature, ed. Sheila 
Egoff, G. T. Stubbs, and L. F. Ashley (Toronto and New York, 
1969), pp. 91-96; 121-132; 133-49; 323-46. 

2see especially two essays by Les Whipp of the 
University of Nebraska: "Understanding Children's Writing," 
and "Morning Haze," in Essays ~ Addresses .2£ Composition, 
ed. Geoffrey Summerfield (Lincoln, 1968-69), pp. 37-50; 
51-65. 

3
Not anticipating the subsequent developments, I did not 

record on tape either this story or the one to follow, and 
thus the versions given here are not verbatim. Both, however, 
are close paraphrases of the originals, the details of plot 
and character exactly as they were described. The differences 
are consequently mostly syntactical, since I have streamlined 
both narratives a bit by omitting those elements ("And you 
know what?" etc.) clearly irrevelant to the meaning. 

4Whipp, pp. 61-65. 

5The inconsistency of pronoun gender so noticeable in 
"Wildlife" is not uncommon in children's fiction throughout 
the pre-school and elementary years. Cf. Whipp, P• 43. 

6Thus I would emphasize that the significance of the 
preceding is less the exactness of my interpretation, which 
admittedly is in part tentative speculation, than the 
conclusions to which any convincing interpretation of "Wild
life" must surely lead concerning the cathartic value of 
children's oral fantasy. 
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Swan Song 
It is peaceful here tonight 
with these tame wild ducks, 
these geese, few people 
and this swan. 

As graceful in water 
as she is awkward on land, 
she knifes her bill under the surface 
like the stroke of a yiolin bow, 

Quiet, and moving as effortlessly 
as a woman stepping out of her bath, 
I say she is beautiful 
preening and ruffling herself. 

As easy as a glance 
over a shoulder, she was home 
but will glide on my memory 
like a swan. 
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